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by
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The Lancashire Sites and Monuments Register was initiated
in I976 by the then Archaeological Field Officer for
Lancashire with the intent that 1t should represent a
comprehensive survey of archaeological sites 1n the
Country. It was intended that this should not only
represent a valid body of data to form a basis for
academic research but also that it shoulrj become a
valuable asset to co-operative working with District
and County Planning Departments and statutory
authorities. Such liason enables archaeologists to
arrange any necessary excavation or smal1 scale rtwatching

briefs" in advance of projected development of areas
of potential archaeological interest, rather than deallng
retrospectively with unexpected finds made during such
developrnents and thereby losing valuable archaeological
information. Such a register of sites is only of maximum
use if updated constantly and expanded as the accession
of information a11ows, adding new sites, new findspots
and new 'classes of monument as they become recognised.

Since I979 the Cumbria and Lancashire Archaeological
Unit has malntained the Lancashlre SMR and at present
1t contains over 4,000 individual records. It is by
no means a statlc database and expands by several hundred
records each year. This rapid growth has caused problems,
because, for some years now there has been no post within
the Unit with speclfic responsibility for maintaining
the SMR. This has resulted in the slower additi-on of
new records to the database than is desirable and con-
sequently the SMR is not quite as current as 1t should
be. This has not come about, it must be stressed, frorn
any neglect or lack of willingness on the part of CLAU,
but because limited finance has means that for the last
three or four years it has only been possible to monitor
planning applications and add the most important infor-
mation. Syslematic upgrade and the addition of less
excitlng material has hardly been possible.
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At its inception the Lancashire SMR \^/as very well
grounded, i-ts core material is taken from the field
records of the Ordnance Survey Field Investigators; this
means that if a monument appears on an 0S map, then CLAU
has a copy of the records for that site and if a supposed
site has been deliberalely left off the map by the 0S,
then we have the records and reasons for the omission
- for an lmaginary instance, a hill known traditionally
as Danes Graves, flay have 1ed 1oca1 hlstorians, to have
assumed that the name indicated that it was a barrow
of some date; recent developments nay have allowed
investigation of the ttbarrowtt and revealed that its makeup
was entirely natural, and in consequence the 0S will
delete such a slte from their maps at the next revision.
Many sites have been added to the SMR from study of the
large numbers of aerial photographs of Lancashire that
the Unit posesses or has access to, also from several
professionally organised projects such as the Lancaster
District Archaeological Survey (LDAS) which have added
a number of sites by field survey and 1ast1y by the large
number of highly competent amateur archaeologists and
1ocal socletles, whose work can contribute a great deal
to the county SMR.

Because of the lack of a ful1 tlme SMR Officer the
Lancashire SMR was over dependent on outdated records.
Many of the 0S records were conpiled in the middle to
late fifties, and whilst nothing may have occurred to
alter the status of many of the sites in the intervening
perlod there are a plethora of potential changes to be
considered. They might well be only small - slight
alterations to a standing building or much more drastic,
for example the total demolltlon of a building or the
quarrying away of a prehistorj-c site. Not, of course,
that all changes are detrlmental, further survey work
may have revealed extensions to a slte, another may have
been declared a Scheduled Ancient Monument, nor is the
SMR concerned to try and halt such changes, however all
changes concerning a particular monument should be
recorded fu11y. The growing time lag between event and
record has been of considerable concern to the CLAU as
the amount of resources and effort already represented
by the SMR grew less dynamic with the passage of time.

In consequence in September 1983 a project funded by

the Community Enterprise Scheme was lnitiated under the
overall direction of CLAU Di-rector Dr. Roger Leech.
Its intent was not only to add the backlog of materlal
and upgrade the existing records but also to commit the
whole of the SMR database to computer storage, in order
to facilitate its use and maintainance and to enable
far greater public access.

One of the major problems of organising a large and varied
body of data is that of maintaining the accessibility
of any one particular item of information. Compared
with Sites and Monuments Registers elsewhere in t.he
country, that for Lancashlre was already managing its
information efficiently. The orlginal system relied
on the careful cross-indecing of annotated 6"/I:10,000
0S maps to files containing information in varying forms
(a standardised record card, copies of art-lrles from
relevant journals, correspondence, plans, drawings and
photographs) and this 1n turn was lndexed to a system
of optical coincidence cards, designed to a11ow various
combinations of information to be manually retrieved.
For instance the optical coincldence cards indicate which
records are located withln each parish, others show
which records concern rnaterial of whlch date and thus
by combining the two sets of cards it would be possible
to retrieve all the records concerning sites of a speclfic
date in a particular parish - all the Roman Sites in
l{ennlnglon, or the Mesollthlc Sites in Pi1ling, for
example.

Even using this simple and effective system it can take
an hour or more to locate any substantial amount of data,
the slmple physical act of searching through the drawers
of record folders and taking naps out of storage chests
and returning them, can be deceptively time consuming.
Anyone who has tried to locate particular items from
less well organised SMR filing systems will know that
the search can run into days not hours.
Then of course any i-nformation of relevance must be copied
by hand from the record cards, si-nce they cannot be
removed from CLAU premises because they represent the
only fu1l copies of each record. This can mean that
anyone presently using the SMR for research purposes
can be committed for long periods.
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tsut the new, computerised, system will considerably
speed up the search process and make use of the SMR for
research purposes a much swifter process. Once all the
records are transferred to computer storage the
prospective user will be able to sit at the computer
keyboard and have some idea of what data is available
within mi-nutes. Within the hour most users should be
walking away with a printed catalogue of the information
they require.
The flexible nature of computer storage means that it
is possible to exercise a far great.er degree of choice
1n regard to the type of data retrieved. A researcher
wanting information about Bronze Age sites has a number
of options, they could ask for a catalogue, ordered by
record number, of all the Bronze Age sites in Lancashire
but the catalogue could be rearranged, a specific list
of sites could be organised by the pari-sh, according
to the geology of the area, height 0D, or chronologically,
as early, middle and late Bronze Ag", or many other
combinations. The researcher could be more selective
by combining these choices; for example, it would be
as simple to print out all the Bronze Age sites on peat
in West Lancashire above 50m 0D, or all the sites at
which flat axes have been found, what soils they bLI
otr, their grid references and then have them arranged
in ascending order of height 0D and exclude all those
with no accurate location and all those not presently
in a museum - this type of data manipulation would have
taken a great deal of time under the original manual
system, with the new computerised system, however, the
possibilities for choosing very specific combinations
of information for study are almost unlimlted.
Information coming to the SMR from outside sources arrives
in many forms, from book to scribbled note, phonecall,
or personal ca11er. Obvlously it is lmpractical to manage
this varied data without some form of standardisation.
The first action is to divide new material into two
groups, one is supplementary information for extant
records, the other, information which will forn a new
record.
Once it is certain that there is potential material for
creating a record the first action must be to assign
the new record a unique identifying number: termed the

Primary Record Number. This is the next available numberin the record sequence. The pRN has no significanceother than belng the uni-que identification for aparticular record and the records are always filed innumerical order by PRN. A large volume of data is nota pre-requisite for creating a new record for instancethe cockersands chartulary contains many land grants,
naming the 12th and l3th century fields in many uillagesand t,ownships; whilst the fields are not accurat;lylocated, iL is worth recording such data, since future
research rnight reveal more specific informati_on. A newrecord may initially consist of only a grid reference
and the note of a new flnd. Often however, there isa good deal of information available from the startuntil recently the sMR has not included a great manyrndustrial Archaeological sites for which considerablL
research has already been undertaken and it is hopedto add this entire category of information to the recordin the near future.
After the allocation of a pRN the i-nformation istransferred to a standard sMR form; that in current useis the third revi-sion of this form and a fourth versionis planned in order to make it fu11y compatible withthe computerised system. These revisions reflect only
sma11 changes in the convenient arrangement on the
information on the card.
Excluding the PRN there are presently forty-three possiblefields for data input but it is usual for many of th"".to remaln unfilled, since they relate to speciallsed
information concerning only scheduled Ancient Monuments
and Listed buildings. A small number of the date fields
are deemed compulsory and must carry i-nformation beforethe computer will recognise the record, they are county,District, Civil Parish, NGR, Site Name/Summary and SiteType. The rest of the data is then divided between theother fields as necessary, most information going intoSite Descri-ption and Sources. At present no further
research into a new entry can be officially undertakento augment the record.
when a large enough body of information has been inputto Lhe computer then a validation program (SMRIN) isrun in order to check for gross errors such as Lhe
omission of compulsory data, and that the records are
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in the correct sequence. Unfortunately the program does

not verif y gt.*tui or spelling and the inc-l.usion of a

proof ,"uhit,g stage is vitat after this validation and

before the data i"s passed on to the proBram (SMRPRINT)

which prints it to a standard format (whether it is a

"ingf" record, specified selection or complete catalogue

of rhe SMR).

Between validation and printing there is an optional
set of programs (SMRSLEX, SUPERSORT) enabling the

selection of lpecific items of information to take place

as described earlier.
The Unit was fortunate 1n being able to adapt already
prou"n data-handllng programs to their needs ' which has

*"un.thatithasbeenpossibletotailortheseprograms
to exactly flt the requirements of both the data and

the SMR users, 3s well as being able to -incorporate
sophlsticated commercial software into the sorting
pro.u"". Not least used amongst t!" . 

software is an

excellent word-processing package which h?" considerably
aided the prolett typosts in their task of entering more

than 4,000 records into the computer'

Potential users of the SMR, should not be daunted by

the technicalities of computers and computing' The SMR

project does entail use of the University mainflame

.oriute, but any researcher wishing to consult the SMR

wili be faced titn nothing more exacting than the Unit
Micro-computer (ACT Sirius 1), a user-friendly machine

which, with trre aid of a short hrritten introduction even

first tlme users will find easily accessible' In addition
the Micro-computer is located centrally in the Unit work-

space and there are always Unit staff available to deal

with queries.

The CEP scheme has allowed the Cumbrla and Lancashire
Archaeology Unlt t.o nove into the forefront of Sires
and Monuments data handling' Few other Archaeological
Unlts at present posess rnod"tn micro-computer hardware'

of those that do several have already turned to CLAU

for demonstrations and advice'

What is important now is that the new system is exploited
toitsfullpotential.Severalofficialbodiesalready
use it, including Council Planning Officeq' The Gas Board'

The Forestry CJ'o*i""ion and The Water Board ' in order

t
t

to check whether their plans will affect. any known
archaeological sites. Nevertheless it is felt strongly
that the Publlc in general should be encouraged to make
use of it both for research and general i-nterest. If
you have a query concerning Lancashire Archaeology do
not hesitate to contact CLAU at Lancaster Universlt.y
and arrange to use the SMR but do remember that at present
the Computerlsation is sti11 in progress and the handling
of enquiries may take a 1ittle longer that envlsaged
for the future. Also the SMR cannot be maintained fu1ly
without your participation, please pass on to CLAU any-
thlng of archaeological interest that you notice, the
informat.ion may arrive from some other source, but it
may not.
The following examples are lntended to illustrate the
kind of information carried in particular records and
to give an indication of the way in which the appraisal
of a site can change over a period of years necessitating
constant monitoring and ammendment of the SMR.

In the Lune Va1ley there are a number of sett1ement sites
of various ages and sizes; some have been known of for
many years, otheres discovered more recently by aerial
photography and detailed fleld survey. This sample data
is extracted from the records of a few of these sites.
Slnce all- records contain the basic j-nformation of Pari-sh,
Districi, Geology of area and Soil of area, these iLems
of information have been omitted from the discussion.
The first of these sites 1n Castl-e Hi11, Leck, (PRN
672) SD 650779. The earliest notifi-cation of this siLe
in our record is an 0S record card dated 1955, where
it 1s described merely as a trCircular earthwork shown
on air photographs; possible hf1l : slope fort" and
shortly afterwards, a letter to the 0S is quoted, giving
a grid reference and describing it as a large cj-rcular
ditch and bank earthwork 100 yards across; the letter
in turn quotes Collingwood (Trans C&WAAS vol 12 NS p.
471,-2; ibid. vol 25 NS p.367) who describes it briefly
as "a ramparted British village siterr. An updated 0S
card (c.1973) describes the site more fu1ly, citing
RAC Lowndes article "Celtic fields, farmsteads, and burial
mounds in the Lune Valley'f (Trans C&WAA vo1 63 p.77tt)
and reproducing his plan of the site. It also mentions
RAF air photographs whi-ch show the feature.
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In 7977 the site was visited by the OS u"9 surveyed'

producing a pfan and a fuller description' It was then

described u" 
'-- th" enclosed settlement consisting'

originally, of inner bank with accompanying -outer ditch

and countersc".p 
-U"tt' 

The site is situated some 210m

0D on a south wesE facing slope and ?::ugi"" about 2

acres. Three depressions can U" identified within the

enclosed area' two appear to be hut sites' the central

one being a pond. There are entrances on the north and

south, both .u,rle"ty"d, w-ith slight in-turning'rf These

disparate and Oiff"ti"g descriptions of the site must

be combined into a singre coherent precis for the sMR

record, it must-.o.rtrin ltt the varying opinions but make

clear what 1s the current thought on the site'
Additionally th; 0S is not the only source for material

concerning the'"it". In Ig77 it was accurately surveyed

by members of tf'" f'leS and over the years ii air photos

f,lu" Uu"n taken of the site and its context'

Subsequently the site has been scheduled and' there is

now the Ancient- fo-numents Field Wardents report on Lhe

"ia" 
ao be added to the record'

The slte i-s also cross referenced to eight other sites

and there are "otu= 
of visits by mem-bers 'of 

CLAU''not::

on land use, site ownership and i maplet showing the area

scheduled. In toto the record file au present contains

23 separate iterns - after computerisation .:hi" will be

reduced to just photographs ;'t plans- (stil1 14 ltems)

but taking up far less roon' witn the written record

conslsting now of a coherent synthesis' well referenced'

of whatever material is avaiiable' Importantly it ls

available on request, as a well laid out' easily readable

printout rather than a researcher having the chore of

shuffli-ng, u" u' ptu""nt' through 23 -different 
sized items'

The original rectrds are retained for reference purposes

because they represenL primary source rnaterial '

The source of CLAU information for The Mount' Halton'

(PRN 542) So :aiOZ:, is again the 0S' this time quoting

theTransactlonsoftheLancashireandCheshireAntiquarian
Society 1893. 'rEarthwork camp' nearly.. square' almost

Ewo acres in extent, known as tt'Tie Mounttt' The southeasL

side was aruin"J 
-lna 

1eve1led aboul twentv five years

since, when some querns t"l-ott'"' articles were foundtl

and littl" toi!*i*'said by the OS' except to mention that

the finds are now untraced, until 1978 when they reproduce
a note from Lancast.er Museum that the enclosure has been
identified by field walking and ttlt is surrounded by
a ditch with external bank and has an original entrance
at the eastern cornertt. No air photographs held by the
0S show the site. A decailed survey in 1978 expands
t.he Museumrs brief comment on the site and its state
of preservation - which is not good, since it was
ploughed during both World Wars (according to the owner)
- and an accurate survery was drawn up at 1:25O. This
time seven various forms can be reduced to a written
synthesis and two p1ans.

The earthwork enclosure at Claughton, (PRN 1197), SD
572663, was first reported to the SMR by Lancaster Museum,
citing the Lonsdale Magazine, vol 1 (1820) for it.s
aut.horlty. The earthwork had escaped the notice of the
0S but again in 1978 a survey was carried ouL by LDAS
and a detailed report submitted, describing the site
and its topographical situation - about 300 ft 0D on
a terrace on the lower slopes of Claughton Moor, above
the flood plain of the River Lune. The enclosure is
thought to be a Romano-British settlement (querns etc.
were found there) and so it is a note of relevance that
a Roman road 1s known to have run along the edge of the
Lune's flood p1ain, quite close by. The earthworks are
then deseribed in detail the main D-shaped enclosure
- some BOm along the straight side of the D, ditched
with a slight counterscarp bank to the north Lo compensate
for the fa11 in t.he 1and. The enclosure had been over-
lain at a later date by field boundaries which themselves
show two phases of construction. A ho11ow-way runs up-
to t.he site and actually into Lhe enclosure. To the
south-west is a secondary enclosure. There is, as before,
an accompanying 1:250 plan of the site.
An 0S card accompanies this report but it is pleasingly
evidenL in this case that the 0S have recieved their
information from the DoE scheduling proposal, put forward
by CLAU - and including our own description of the site.
This record obviously needs no synthesis but lllustrates
just. how much the record changes as the knowledge of
a site increases, from a few lines in a 19th cenLury
magazine to a scheduled site within the life of the SMR.
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Tatham Park, (PRN 2678), SD 610684, . has its source with
the 0S, althouh they cite B.E. Woodhouse in Contrebis
2, No 2, 1974 as responsible for the discovery of the
site. They descri-be it solely as an earthwork,
mentioning a sketch plan. But by January I97B the 0S
had written off the site as rrearthwork-? not antlquityr',
with the following comment - "The alleged earthwork
appears to have no distinct patlern and may be the result
of old coal workings or possibly the amorphous remains
of a pastoral enclosurett. The SMR compilers however

considered the sj-t.e worthy of further survey, describing
it in 1978 as t'A roughly oval banked enclosure, with
at least one entrance, c 70 x 40m. The hill j-s enclosed
by a ditch of some slze with possible hut platforms (at
least seven) cut into the hil1side, generally within
the ditchrr, producing a detailed plan and adding air
photo coverage. This resulted in a site, during the
lifetime of the SMR going from "not an antiquity" to
Schedled Anclent Monument, another example of the way
SMR data can change rapidly and why the SMR needs constant
attention.
Finally a sj-te that is probably familiar to many readers.
In 1978 a site known to the SMR as Manor Farm, (PRN 2691)
was visited by the LDAS workers, having been pointed
out by the tenant farmer. It was then described dA t'a

sub-rectangular depression of some 25m long. A low bank
appeared to be the delimiter on the south side". It
was thought, by analogy to other sites in the Lune Valley,
to possibly be a sma11 Roman British settlement and it
was recorded at thaE date that ttThe origin and status
of the feature were not apparent and would require further
investlgationrt. There is a large scale survey plan of
the site. In 7979 a long term threat to the site was
recorded from gravel extraction. The SMR record for
PRN 2697, at present carries no further informati-on,
for it has as yet not been brought up to date. In I9B2
subsequent rescue excavation of thls sma11 Romano-British
settlement, resultant on the threat of gravel excavation,
revealed its true nature as an Early Bronze Age burial
monument of some j-mportance. (see Olivier, Contrebis
7982 pp. 50-54). The site is now destroyed. Thiss
admittedly extreme, but not unique, example will perhaps
serve to underline how drastic the changes can be in
the status of a field monument, and why swift and easy

data management is so vital to the efficient upkeep ofa Sites and Monuments Register.
rt is to be hiped that this has helped to illustrate
what an important archaeorogical tool the sMR can be

an up to date record of whaL is goj_ng on, archaeolo_gically, in the County is rea11y the first line of
defence in fu11y recording the Archalology of Lancashire.
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Cumbria and Lancashire Archaeological Unit
SMR Catalogue

Lune Vallev Sites

SMR No. Countv

542 Lancs

SITE NAME = The Mount/Enclosure, querns and other finds
LOCAL AUTHORITY = Lancaster:1
PARISH = Halton with aughton:13
NGR = SD 54106714 a-c
GE0LOGY = Solid, Carboniferous namurian (1)
S0IL = Charnock (2)
1:10000 PLAN = SD 56 NW

DESCRIPTION = Earthwork: camp, nearly square, almost
1we ssrss: in extent, known as ttThe Mounttt near Higher
Highfield Farm. The south east side was drained and
leve11ed out twenty five years since, when some querns
and other articles were found, which were sent to the
Salford Museum, Peel Park. (3)

The enclosure described by the above has been identified
durlng field-walking at SD 54L672. It is surrounded
by a ditch with external bank and has an original entrance
at the eastern corner. (4) -
0n the assumptlon that the field boundary marks the south-
ern aspect of the site, the enclosure measures some
145m north to south by 110m east to west. It is situated
sllght1y above the 152m contour on the slopes of a crest
of high land which runs north-north*east, south-south-
west across t.he site.
In assessing the site, three factors must be borne in
mind:

1 ) The interior of the field that delimits the site
was under plough in the period 1914-18 and again between
1939 and 1950 (twelve seasons).

2) The field boundaries are of a type common to
the area, in that they consist of a square sectioned
ditch together with a bank which carries fencing and
hawthorn hedging.

3) The south-eastern slde lras drained and 1eve1led

( 14)
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circa I97O, The cunulative result of these factors is
that little remains of the original enclosure.

The north slde appears to be the best-preserved, the
main feature being 1ow bank, inside which can be seen
the outer slope of a wide shallow ditch. A fleld entrance
has been nade across both features. 0n the western side
of the site, the bank appears in two fragments, and the
internal ditch has been assimilated into the field
boundary. In the south western corner, where another
field boundary runs into the site, the banks has a gap,
taking the for of a hollowed area cutting through the
rounded ends of the bank. This feature could be either
an original entrance to the site or an earlier entrance
to the field. 0n the southern boundary, hedging appears
to have obliterated all earlier features. On lhe eastern
side of the site, a ploughed-outditch runs the whole
length of the field and curves into the later boundary
ditch on the north east corner. At this corner a slightly
hollowed area cuts into the hill, and could possibly
be the vestiges of an. origlnal entrance. No features
are visible in the interior of the enclosure. (5)

TYPE/PERIOD-GEN /PERIOD_SPEC/FORM
Stone quern/Finds
VISITS = Glbbons, P., CLAU/I978
SOURCES =

= Enclosure/Earthworkl

CASTLE HILL 0672
Survey Oct.78

"A-

entrance -

#
,le

(1) Map/ULl1980/05 Geol surv Lake District
(2) t4ap/CLAU/1970/oS Soi-1 surv Lancs
(3) Desc text/Harrison, l^r./1893/TLCAS vo1
(4) Mentlon/Penney, S.H., LM/1978/Letter,

Museum
(5) Pers comm/Gibbons, P., CLAIJ/7978

DATE 0F COMP. 0R UPDATE = JAG/5/1984.

1 :250,000
1 : 250, 000
11 p.184

Lancaster

t
a

672 Lancs

SITE NAME = Castle Hill/Large circular ditch and bank
earthwork
LOCAL AUTHORITY = Lancaster:1
PARISH = Leck:18

( i6) (17)



A.M. COUNTY N0. = Lancs 135
NGR = SD 651778
HEIGHT 0D = 19Bm

0.S. N0. = SD 67 NE 1

GEOL0GY = So1id, Carboniferous westphalian (4)
S0IL = Brickfield (5)
1:10000 PLAN = SD 67 NE

DESCRIPTION = A sub-circular enclosure of nearly two
acres on a flat topped spur in Castlefield, Leck,
consisting of a ditch and exLernal bank, with causeways
on the south and northwest sides. Within is a 60 foot
diameter enclosure on the eastern side, with a disturbed
area of the western side which rnay indicate habitation
sites. Collingwood considered the earthwork to be tta

ramparted British village site, with hut circlesrt but
it could just as well be a cattle enclosure with the
ditch used for watering stock.(1)
"a ramparted British village sitefr (2)

An enclosed settlement consisting, origlnally, of j-nner

bank with accompanying outer ditch and counterscarp bank.
The inner bank has been extensively robbed doubtless
for 1oca1 wal1 construction, but the original course
can be clearly traced.

The site is situated some 210.0m 0D on a south-west facits
slope and occupies about two acres; there is an abundant
watlr supply from the adjacent Leck Beck. Three
depressions can be identified within the enclosed area,
two appear to be hut sites, the central one being a pond'

There are entraces on the north and south, both cause-
wayed, with slight inturning. In size, construction 

'
topographical siLuatlon and general appearance the work
has an obvious parallel wittr- "Yarlsber Camptt (SD 77 SW

3). (3)
fVpniptnf0D-GEN/PERI0D-SPEC/pOpU = AP site/1, Prehistoric/
7, Iron age?/Earthworkl Enclosure, circular/1, prehistoric
/1, Iron age?/Earthwork
ARCH HISTORY = Full surv/1977; Fu11 surv/Turner, R.C.,
CLAU
VISITS = C.(?) F.D., FT39/3/77
AIR PHOTOGRAPHS = /oblique print b and w/B.P.D.i, AWK

51/St. Joseph, J.K; ClAU/oblique print b and w/N.tt+t-
6, 59-60/ ; MU/CS/r57-2r, r47-i4l; /RAF.54r.525 4096-7 /5/
19s0

SOURCES =
(1) Desc text/Lowndes, R.A.C . / 1963/Trans C&WAAS
vo1 63 NS pp.92-5;

(2) Desc rexr/Collingwood, W.G,/1925/Trans
C&l4rAAS vo]- 25 NS p.367;

(3) Pers comm/F.D.C. , FI/I977;
(4) t4Lp/UL/I980l0S Geol surv Lake Disrricr
1:250,000;

(5) Map/CLAU/197O/OS Soit surv Lancs t:250,000
DATE 0F COMP. 0R UPDATE = JI4A/5/1984

1197 Lancs

SITE NAME = Claughton/Enclosure, querns
LOCAL AUTHORITY = Lancasrer:1
PARISH = Claughron:9
A.M. COUNTY N0. = Lancs 194
NGR = SD 57296633 a-c
HEIGHT 0D = 99m
GBOLOGY = Solid, Carboniferous namurian (1)
SOIL = Belmont (2)
1:10000 PLAN = SD 56 NE
DESCRTPTTON = This is a possible rron Age or RB sertlement
north of Manor House Farm. It lies between the 3O0ft
and 325 ft contours on a slight terrace on the lower slopes
of Claughton Moor. To the north-west the slope falls
to the flood plain of the River Lune, to the south-west
it rises to the top of the moor, some 1175ft a.s.1. A
Roman road is known to have run along the edge of the
Lunets flood plain.
The site has three main element.s
1) The maln enclosure. This is the best preserved feature
and comprises a D-shaped enclosure measuring c.B0m along
the bar and 80m perpendicular to it. The enclosure
consists of a shallow delimiting ditch with a slight
counterscarp bank to the north and south-west. There
is no evidence for an internal bank. In general the
interlor of the enclosure is hlgher, except in the south
and south-east which are 1ow1ying. To the north-west
the ditch forms an entrance where it is cut by a hollow-
way whlch runs into the interlor. Internally the ground
is uneven and there is a central terraced area l7ri- by
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by 14rn with traces of a ditch on i_ts southern side.
The enclosure has been overlaid with field boundaries
that show two periods of construction.
2) The hollow way. This is cut i_nto the downhill slope.
Below the present northern field boundary it was not
surveyed but air photos show it divi-dlng into three but
further analysis of t,hese features was made difficult
by the topography which is deeply cut by numerous natural
drainage channels.

3) The secondary enclosure. Traces are visibre to the
south-west of the main enclosure of a rectangular enclosure
measuring 70m by 45m at its widest point. It has been
reported that the area has undergone open-cast minlng
although no date could be given to this activity. (3)
(4)

TYPE/PERIOD_GEN/PERIOD-SPEC/FORM = ENCIOSUrC/ I, PrchiSIOriC
/ 7 , Iron Ag., B, Ronran/Earthwr:rk; AP site/ 1 , prehist oric/
7 , Iron age, B Roman/Earthwork; Stone: quern/2, Roman/
89, Romano british/Finds Hollow ,ay/ Other structure
ARCH HISTORY = Fu11 surv/Gibbons, p., CLAU/1978
Sources =

(1) Map/ULl1980/05 Geol surv Lake Disrricr 1:250,000
(z) !4ap/CLAU/Ig7o/oS Soil surv Lancs 1 :250,000

. (3) Pers comm/Gibbons, p., CLAU/1978
(4) Desc text/1980/DoE (IAM) AMs Record Form

DATE 0F COMP. 0R UPDATE = JAG/5/1984.

2678 Lancs

SITE NAME = Tarham Hall Farm/possible setrlemenr
L0CAL AUTH0RITY = Lancasrer:1
PARISH = Tatham:32
A.M. COUNTY N0. = Lancs 195
NGR = SD 61096847
HEIGHT 0D = 61m
0.S. N0. = SD 66 NW 11
GEOLOGY = So1id, Carbonlferous namurian sandstone ( 1 )
SOIL = Rivington (2)
1:10000 PLAN = SD 66 NW
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DESCRIPTION = Earthwork mentioned I973/4 opposite Tatham
Ha1l Farm. (3) The alleged earthwork is situated on a

small hillock at SD 61106848. It appears to have no
distlnct pattern and may be the result of old coal work-
lngs or the amorphous remains of a pastoral enclosure
The shallow linear feature surrounding the base of the
hillock may be the remains of an o1d trackway or a drai-nage
ditch. Possibly not an antiquity. (4)

A roughly oval banked enclosure, the northern half curving,
the southern half more angular, with at least one entrance
(in the mlddle of the east side). It is situated on a
hill top at SD 61096847, of dimensions c.70m by 40m.
The hill is enclosed by a ditch of some size wlth possible
hut platforms (at least seven of these features are
visible) cut into the hi11side, generally within the ditch.
Approaching the west side of the site is a series of
ho11ows, possible trackways. The enclosure shows some
internal detal1: divisions and a possible circular feature
in the south west corner. (5) (6)

TYPE/PERIOD-GEN/PERI0D-SPEC/F0RM = AP site/Earthwork;
Earthwork : circular/Earthwork
ARCH HISTORY = Ful1 surv/Gibbons, P., LDAS/1978
AIR PHOTOGRAPHS = ClAU/oblique prints b and w/N675-681,
N1118-9/011vler, A.C.H.;/Sp 1355.32; OS/69.369 050-1
SOURCES =

(1) Map/ULl1980/05 Geol surv Lake District 1:250,000
(2) laap/CLAU/1970/OS Soil surv Lancs 1 :250,000
(3) Desc text/IJL/Woodhouse, B .8.1L974/ Aer j-a1

Survey l973-74/Contrebls vo1 2 No 2
(4) Pers comm/R.P.M. , FI/1978
(5) Pers comm/Olivier, A.C.H., CLAU
(6) Pers comm/Lee, G.E., CLAU

DATE OF COMP. OR UPDATE = JYIA/5/].984.

2691 Lancs

SITE NAME = Manor
LOCAL AUTHORITY =
PARISH = Borwick:4
NGR = SD 52157250

Farm/Settlement site
Lancaster: 1
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GEOLOGY = Solld, Ordoviclan ruffs, undivided (1)
SOIL = Carnforth (2)
1:10000 PLAN = SD 57 SW

DESCRIPTION = At rhe point designated, adjacent to the
hedge bordering the road on a slight rise in the ground,
there r4/as observed a sub-rectangular depression of sone
25 metres 1ong. A 1ow bank appeared to be the delimlter
on the south side.
The origin and status of the feature were not apparent
and would require further investigation. (3)
TYPE/PERIOD_GEN/PER]OD-SPEC/FORM = SCtIIEINCNT/EATIhWOTK
VISITS = Olivier, A.C.H., Turner, R.C., CLAU/6/79
SOURCES =

(1) l4ap/UL/1980/OS/ Geol surv
1 :250,000
\2) Ntap/CLAU/I97O/OS Soil surv Lancs 1:250,000(3) Pers comm/Gibbons, p., CLAU/1978

LEGAL ACTION = Long term plan for gravel extraction.
DATE OF COMP. OR UPDATE = JAG/5/1984.

Lake District
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